Company Name: NY1 (pronounced "New York One")

Brief Description of the Company: a twenty-four hour news channel available exclusively to over two million cable television customers within the five boroughs of New York City, nearby Bergen County, New Jersey, Mount Vernon in Westchester County as well as Time Warner Cable systems throughout New York State. It appears on preset Channel 1 on Time Warner Cable and Cablevision service, and is owned and operated by Time Warner Cable. In addition to news and weather forecasts, the channel also features human-interest segments such as the "New Yorker of the Week" and the "Scholar Athlete of the Week," as well as specialty programs such as "Inside City Hall" and "Inside Transit."

Job Title: Reporter – with "Live Shots Experience"

Description:
Collects and analyzes information about newsworthy events to present news stories for broadcast.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITES

Anchors television program when conducting taped or filmed interviews or narration. • Gives live reports from site of event or mobile broadcast unit. • Occasionally represents station at other events.

Reporting • Receives assignment or evaluates news leads and news tips to develop story idea. • Gathers and verifies factual information regarding story through interview, observation, and research. • Organizes material, determines emphasis, and writes story according to prescribed editorial style and format standards. • Transmits information to Newswriter for story writing. • Writes stories for delivery by anchors. • Develops sources and contacts for story development.

Other Duties as Assigned.